Creating Annotated Bibliographies (OWL at Purdue)

Hinduism

- Hinduism: the world's third largest religion
- BBC-Religion and Ethics-Hinduism
- On the distinction between karma and rebirth in Hinduism, By Sharma, Arvind., Asian Philosophy, Mar1996, Vol. 6 Issue 1, p29

Buddhism

- What is Buddhism
- About Buddhism
- Fundamental Buddhism Explained
- The Gifts of Zen Buddhism, America, 10/14/2000, Vol. 183 Issue 11, p15
- Searching for the Dalai Lama, By Schell, Orville., Nation, 04/03/2000, Vol. 270 Issue 13, p18
- Nietzsche and Early Buddhism, By Parkes, Graham., Philosophy East & West, Apr2000, Vol. 50 Issue 2, p254
Gandhi

- **Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi**
- **Mahatma Gandhi.**; By Frost, Bob., Biography, Apr2001, Vol. 5 Issue 4, p82
- **Political Leaders of the Past.**; World Almanac & Book of Facts 2006, p226-229, 4p
- **Mohandas Gandhi.**; By McGeary, Johanna., Time, 12/31/1999, Vol. 154 Issue 27, p118
- **Can India Stay True To Gandhi?**; By Marquand, Robert., Christian Science Monitor, 10/29/1998, Vol. 90 Issue 235, p1

Confucius

- **Confucius**
- **Who is Confucius?**
- **Ethical intercultural technical communication: Looking through the lens of Confucian ethics.**; By Dragga., Technical Communication Quarterly, Sep1999, Vol. 8 Issue 4, p365
- **The return to Confucius?**; By Bruce, Robert., History Today, Jan1998, Vol. 48 Issue 1, p7